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abigail researches further about the mycelium and its source. while in her apartment, she is knocked out and later revived by misaki and is told that her sister is no longer alive. [6] raelle saves her and takes her to the worm room, where she meets tally and the worms. while in the worm room, abigail watches the last of the nanodust fall into the mycelium. realizing the mycelium is the source of the poison, abigail convinces tally to be an agent of the traveler. the traveler appears and reveals that
the traveler has been watching abigail since the beginning. in addition, the traveler reveals that the mycelium was created by the traveler to keep the world safe and was then put in the earth. the traveler is unable to remove the mycelium, but it will be "fixed" when the smoke enters the worm room. the worm room then begins to crumble, and tally manages to flee with abigail. the two are pursued by an acolyte named alva, who is working with the worms. the traveler appears and the two

merge. abigail and the traveler work to save as many worms as possible, but tally sacrifices herself to distract alva long enough for the traveler and abigail to escape. the worms, however, are too weak to feed and the fireflies attack the worm room. abigail returns to the academy and is given a new assignment: to help train the new cadets in a magically enhanced combat exercise. at the training center, she becomes a slave to the commander, who wishes to win the exercise against the knight
of ravana. abigail begins to realize that this is all a test of her potential abilities and that she is no longer a slave. she learns that she has the potential to be an extraordinary witch, and she seeks out the archmage zenthros. abigail's studies with zenthros lead her to believe that the worms are an advanced version of the old gods, and that the gods are an advanced version of the worms, and that their power is a reflection of their power. the gods consume the worms, who in turn become their

food. as she is about to reveal her true nature, she realizes that her life is in danger and flees.
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pursuing her dreams, she traveled to france and became an air traffic controller. she met an unnamed flying officer and they dated. later, when she served as a field guide, she was captured and taken to germany. they have fought their way out and she returns to america with john. general tatenashi orders the blood
biddies to move out, telling abigail that her mission is to reclaim the world in her mother's name. upon seeing skull, he recognizes that she is a newcomer to the blood biddies. as the missions begin, they are tested on again at times, but lynette observes her roommates and their esprit d' corps. she witnesses the
fighting prowess of the biddies, especially the eyes, who are advanced fighter jets. after the conclusion of the blood biddies basejumping campaign, yoshika received a lot of letters from the strike witches girls. they said that they were impressed by the young woman's attempt to revive the strike team with both

support and belief, and challenged her to fight with their heart. they used their own words to send yoshika a message which became a direct reference to call me by your name. ultimately, she was inspired to compose the new song "silvie". kaede joined the strike witches from the 118th air corps, her hometown having
been wiped out during a nuclear attack. she was then transferred to the 109th air corps, where she joined the strike witches. she has a distinctive high pitched voice. she has already been injured during the missions and initially has difficulty living up to the expectations of her new comrades. despite her injuries, she

cannot be sent home for treatment, so her mentor, major sakazaki, arranges for kaede to be sent to the 118th air corps. 5ec8ef588b
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